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I was recently asked, “What is the first thing
that comes to mind when you hear the word
generosity?” This is not an easy question for
someone who thinks about this topic quite often.
But, the question said, “the first thing”…so…
The answer: friends.
Few things in this life are more valuable than
good, lifelong friends. The kind of friends who
try to out-love you as you try to out-love them.
The kind of friends who, even after years of
being apart, seem close as soon as you reunite.
The kind of friends who have a home where
you love to go for dinner as much as they love
to come to yours. These types of friends are
connected at the heart.
Who comes to mind when you read that
paragraph above?
The kind of friendship described above is
a relationship where generosity flourishes.
A generosity that is both a reflection of and
response to the grace that God has shown us.
A relationship bigger than the sum of its parts.
We are attracted to friends who are like this.
Those who are not asking the question, “How
much should we give?” but rather, “How much
should we keep?” The type of people who
are trying to minimize what they hold onto for
themselves in order to serve and meet the needs
of others. Those who understand that we have
more than we need so that we can be a blessing
to others, especially those who are truly in need.
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This lifestyle goes way beyond one’s finances
and includes our time, our influence, our

This way

giftedness and really everything that has been

of living is

entrusted into our care.

contagious.

This way of living is contagious. The joy that

The joy that

comes from generosity truly allows us to
experience life.

comes from

Jesus understood this when he said in Luke

generosity truly

16:9, “Use your worldly wealth to gain friends
for yourselves, so that when it is gone you will
be welcomed into eternal dwellings.” You see,
we won’t take any of the things we have with

allows us to
experience life.

us, but we can send them on ahead. How does
this happen? By winning friends. By serving
friends. By feeding friends. By bringing healing
to friends.
There are two things in this world that will last
forever: the souls of people and the word of
God. When we take what we have and use it
to win friends, we will enjoy their friendship for
eternity. There is simply no better investment.
In this booklet, you will get a kaleidoscopic
view of generosity from a variety of viewpoints.
Generosity is a wonderful topic to dwell on…it
will win you friends.
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As a graduate doctoral student, I was informed
that using one source of information and

Generosity is

then writing “original” content was plagiarism.

action – not

However, borrowing from numerous sources

just feeling.

and expounding is considered research!
So let me be perfectly clear that this is a
research article borrowing from numerous
sources including Andy Stanley, Ron Blue,
Larry Burkett, Howard Dayton and many other
financial advisors with whom I have collaborated
over the years.
Generosity is action – not just feeling. If you ask
someone, “Are you a generous person?” most
will reply something along the lines of “Well,
yes, I think so,” or “Yes, but I could do better,”
or “Somewhat.” You get the point. Most people
feel generous to some extent.
But when you ask people, “Do you give ten to
thirty percent or more of your income to ministry
or nonprofits?” or “Do you give ten to thirty
percent of your time (thus talents) to ministry
or nonprofits?” you will get a much different
answer if people are truthful. Actually giving
money or time to ministries is very different
than feeling generous towards them, praying
for them, or wishing and hoping the best for
them. Statistics I have seen suggest professed
Christians give about two to three percent of
their incomes to charities or ministries. My
guess is the time and talent factors are similar.
Jesus said, “If a person asks you for your coat,
give him your coat and cloak.” He also said,
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“If a person asks you to walk a mile with them,
walk with them two.” He did not say to pray for
them, wish them well, direct them to a Goodwill
Store, or call Uber for them. Those activities
can make us feel generous, but they are not the
action of being generous.
“For God so loved the world that He gave His
only Son.” He acted. He did not just hope for
the best for us, pray for us, or wish us good
luck with sin, Satan, and whatever else society
throws at us.
When Jesus told us, “It is more blessed to give
than receive,” it was not a command; it was a
promise. And so many people never experience
the joy of that promise from the King of Kings,
Lord of Lords, Son of God. I believe the reason
is they have not understood the biblical basics
that the writers of scripture so wisely shared
with us. Jesus reminded us of this by giving
himself as the generous gift for our sins, so
we can experience abundant life both here on
earth and hereafter.
Money, talent, and time are not ours. They are
God’s. We are not owners. We are stewards
of His resources. They have been entrusted
to us for a brief period of time by God to
accomplish some of His purposes while we
are on this beautiful yet messy planet. We will
either manage them with excellence or we will
manage them poorly. He gives us the dignity
and freedom to succeed or fail in that charge.
So will you be generous with His treasure,
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time, and talent entrusted to you for the time
you are on this earth? What will be your legacy

So will you be

– generosity or greed? What percentage of

generous with

His treasure, time, and talent will you channel

His treasure,

into His work on this earth instead of just your
comfort and pleasure – 10%, 20%, 30%, 90%?

time, and talent

Imagine this: suppose Jesus calls you on your

entrusted to

iPhone one day and says, “Hey, I want to have
lunch with you at the end of every month. Just

you for the

a chat to see how you’re doing.” What would

time you are

you say? “Wow! Sure, Jesus. I’ll even buy!”
Can you believe it? Jesus wants to have lunch

on this earth?

with you every month just to see how you’re

What will be

doing! Awesome!
The day comes, and Jesus meets you at a
great barbeque joint; you both order a couple
of sandwiches and sides, sweet iced tea, the
works. Then Jesus looks you in the eye and

your legacy –
generosity
or greed?

says, “So, Steve, how are you doing with my
money? How are our investments doing? How
much have you channeled into my Kingdom
work this month – 10, 20, 30, 40%? How are
you doing with my time that I’ve given you?
Where are you spending my time? What
percentage are you investing in others with
the talents I instilled in you before you were
born? Are you making a difference? Are you
putting a dent in this culture? Are you giving or
consuming?” How would you answer Jesus
right now? Think about it. Pray about it. Then
do something about it – so you will look forward
to the next lunch with Jesus.
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Many of the parables related to money in the
New Testament are pretty dramatic (you cannot

As a believer,

serve both God and money, a camel has a better

I have to hold

chance of going through the eye of a needle

in tension the

than a rich man going to heaven, sell all your
possessions and give to the poor.) How can we

growth of my

reconcile these seemingly extreme lessons about

own lifestyle

wealth and giving that Jesus teaches?
Here’s what we know – no single verse or

with the

passage of scripture contains God’s thinking

command of

on one thing. There is no single text that is the
proof text to show us how God feels about

helping others.

the rich or the poor. The scriptures are pretty
descriptive on how people handle their wealth,
though. If I have more than I need, which almost
everyone in this country has, the scriptures are
clear – help others. As a believer, I have to hold
in tension the growth of my own lifestyle with
the command of helping others.
That being said, there is one parable that I like
to point to as a good example of how the Lord
views resources and generosity – the parable of
the talents in Matthew 25:14-30.
What can we learn about relating to money and
generosity in the parable of the talents?
There are four main takeaways that I love from
this parable.
1. All assets are distributed by the owner. As we
see in verse 15 of this parable (Matthew 25:15),
all of our assets, financial and non-financial, are
owned by God. That doesn’t mean I didn’t work
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hard for what I have, but it does mean that there
is a divine allocation system that sits above our
harried effort to accumulate more and more. We
often don’t like the assets we have been given,
and we wish we had other people’s lots. What
we must realize is, as the scripture says, “to one
he gave five talents, to another two, to another
one, to each according to his ability.” Once we
can find comfort in the fact that our resources
are from God and are exactly what we need, we
can find freedom.
2. We are to steward the assets. In this parable,
we clearly see that the owner of the assets
returns to see how the servants have stewarded
the talents he gave them. Similarly, we know that
everything we have is under God’s ownership
and our stewardship. This should inform what
we do with our time, gifts, and finances.
3. Stewardship assumes leverage. When
the owner of the assets returns in verse 19
(Matthew 25:19), we see those servants who
doubled their assets were rewarded with more
to steward. Through this, we can see when God
talks about stewardship, there in an inherent
expectation that we leverage what we are
stewarding to the glory of God.
4. Leverage requires more risk not less risk. This,
of course, is a basic principle – if we expect to
leverage and multiply that which we have been
given, we must engage risk. Of course, this is
not a call to risk it all, Vegas style, but a call to
responsibly step out in faith. If we take our gifts
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and bury them like the servant in the parable,
our faith is not engaged, and we are not offered

Slugging your

the opportunity to trust God and grow.

way through

Those are amazing insights into this passage.

sacrificial taxing

Last question – what advice would you give
young professionals or young couples who want

to God is not

generosity to be engrained in their families?

the picture

I would say three things:

scriptures paint

• Start early and take baby steps. My son

of generosity.

is in college, and we have been helping him
understand giving since he was little – it is
already embedded in his system, and it has
been incredible for us to see him living out

If this is how
you approach

generosity on his own as he becomes an adult.

giving, you

• Make sure you are activating faith. If you

might want

aren’t, you shouldn’t be giving. Slugging your
way through sacrificial taxing to God is not the

to keep your

picture scriptures paint of generosity. If this is

money and go

how you approach giving, you might want to
keep your money and go pray more!

pray more!

• Find causes that resonate with you, but don’t
be completely self-serving in your causes. For
example, my son tithes to his church and also
gives to his friends who are in the mission field.
He may feel more connected to his friends
and want to give them his entire tithe, but he
knows he is the man he is today because of
the stewardship of his church. When you give,
certainly give to causes that make you feel
good, but also consider the larger impact of
your gifts and diversify those giving assets!
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When our kids were very young, we became
convinced that we spent entirely too much time

“For the eyes

telling them what not to do. Instead of always

of the Lord

saying “No, don’t do that” and “You can’t,” we

run to and fro

decided to reinforce the things we wanted them
to do. For such young children, we thought it

throughout the

would be a good idea to tie everything back to

whole earth, to

one word: Honor. We wanted to teach our kids
to live with honor. We wanted them to honor
us, to honor each other, to honor other people,
and most importantly, to honor God. It became
our family word, and to this day, it’s a word that
means a great deal to our three kids – Adam,

show Himself
strong on
behalf of those

Sydney, and Emma.

whose heart is

We believe the way we best honor others and

loyal to Him.”

the Lord is by living a generous life. To freely

2 Chronicles

give of all He has given us, including our time,
our gifts, and our resources. When the kids

16:9

were little, we wanted to model that for them,
to let them see us being generous. In the area
of financial giving, we taught them about tithing,
and we let them see us give our tithe every
week. However, our tithe is what God asks of
us, so to be generous, we would go beyond
that. We had a category in our budget called
“God Direction,” money we set aside to use
as God led us. As the kids became older, we
talked with them about the things we gave
to and supported. They learned about the
ministries and organizations we helped. They
learned why these groups meant so much
to us and why our hearts were committed to
the work they did. We shared with them the
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feeling of joy it gave us to know that God had
used us to meet a need in the lives of others.
It truly is a blessing for us to be able to give,
and we wanted the kids to see us giving with a
joyful and grateful heart in response to and in
acknowledgement of all God has provided in
our lives.
When Adam was 18, Sydney, 16, and Emma,
15, we tried something new...we decided to
give the kids a bigger role in our family giving.
We sat together in the kitchen and put a stack
of $1 bills on the table. Each dollar represented
an amount of money only we, as parents, knew.
We told the kids that this pile of dollar bills
represented six months of family giving beyond
our tithe. Then we told them they were going
to help us decide how it would be distributed.
At first, we kept the options open only to the
groups we had chosen to help. We eventually
expanded that to include input from the kids.
We wanted them to begin to listen for God’s
prompting in their own hearts. To be actively
looking for opportunities to give that truly spoke
to them. To identify organizations and ministries
doing work that resonated with them.
We gather together twice a year now to decide
where to give our financial resources. At our
table, everyone has their own pile of dollar bills,
and they put them next to the name of the
ministries and organizations they want to give
to. There are groups such as CARE for AIDS
that are always on that table. Other groups
come and go...many are there because one
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of the kids chose them. On top of that, each
of the three kids has an amount of money

We know if

they can give during the year...to causes at

they grow to

school they think are worthy, to events at

be adults who

church, to individual people they know who
may need help. As parents, one of the most

trust God in

rewarding experiences has been for us to see

the area of

the excitement and joy in our children’s hearts
as they give. To see them becoming more and
more aware of the needs around them as they
seek God’s direction. To see them becoming
more satisfied with having less themselves and
giving more away. To see them start to add their
own money beyond their tithe to the money
we have given them to give away. It has been
our prayer that we would raise our children to
become generous and compassionate adults,
and we are grateful to see that happening as
their lives continue to unfold. We know if they
grow to be adults who trust God in the area
of their finances and give from grateful hearts
rather than from duty, it will be easier for them
to trust God in all areas of their lives. Then, they
will have the peace and satisfaction that comes

their finances
and give from
grateful hearts
rather than
from duty, it
will be easier
for them to
trust God in
all areas of
their lives.

from living a life of honor.
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Many families make giving decisions without
involving their children in the process, especially

Kids want

if they have young children. What prompted you

experiences,

to talk about charitable giving with your kids?

not lectures,

We have four kids, ages 5-10. We realized early

so we decided

on if we want to cultivate generosity in our kids,
we would have to be intentional and start early.
We wanted to go from simply writing checks

to create a

to living out generosity in a way our kids could

family mission.

understand. Kids want experiences, not lectures,

We wanted

so we decided to create a family mission. We
wanted to live a story of generosity that was

to live a story

exciting and adventurous for our kids. Through

of generosity

a journey of figuring out our shared passions
and family values, we set a purpose statement,

that was

and each time we give, we make sure the

exciting and

ministry we are supporting aligns with our family
purpose statement. For us, marriage, orphan
care, and family preservation are the core
aspects of the ministries we get involved with.

adventurous
for our kids.

How do you approach talking about tithing and
giving with your kids? Have you found any ways
to make it approachable for little ones?
We really want our kids to understand the
concept of tithing, but even beyond the classic
ten percent tithe, we want to teach them to
consider breaking their future income into three
categories – funds for living, funds for saving,
and funds for giving. To instill this concept early
on in their lives, we have created what we call
“Save, Live, Give” jars. Each month, when we
give the kids their allowance, they physically put
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it into these three jars. They each have learned
to keep the “save” money for something big,
“live” money to purchase things they want
or need that month, and the “give” money to
donate to an organization or cause they feel
passionate about. They can also do extra
chores around the house to earn extra “income”
if they want more money for any of the jars.
We have also taken most of the kids to Kenya
to serve with CARE for AIDS over the past few
years, and experiencing the Kenyan culture has
helped them create a framework for giving. For
them to be able to meet some of the people
who have been impacted by our giving was a
real game changer for the way they think about
money and how it can be used.
What lessons in giving have you learned from
your kids?
My kids are more generous than I am! One
particular moment that comes to my mind
was when my oldest son, Wheeler, had some
birthday money left over. We were riding in
the car one day, and out of nowhere he said,
“Mom, I have $14 left from my birthday money. I
really want to give it to a family in Kenya to help
them. Do you think $14 will be enough to help?”
God reminded me in that moment amount
doesn’t matter – heart matters. I used that
moment to talk with Wheeler about the story
of the loaves and fish and how God can create
abundance from our generosity, even if we think
it is not enough.
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Another moment I think about all the time
was with my youngest daughter, Maran. We

Generosity

were in the car and saw a man experiencing

is a habit

homelessness on the street. Maran asked if

and takes

we could give him money, but I had no cash.
Without missing a beat, she said, “He can

intentionality

have my chicken nuggets!” We gave the man

and discipline.

Maran’s nuggets and drink and met a real
need he had in that moment. This experience
reminded me that even when we think we have
nothing to give, we can get creative! God can
use our resources – far beyond just money – to
meet peoples’ needs.
If there was one thing you could tell the parents
of young children about how to teach kids
about generosity, what would it be?
This is tough! I guess I would say to take that
first step. It is easy to fall into the trap of thinking
we have nothing to offer, or our kids are too
young to understand, but that’s not true. You
have to start somewhere – it may be striking up
a conversation with the mailman or having your
kids draw the garbage collector a thank you
note. It may be researching local or international
ministries as a family and choosing one to
partner with. I’ve seen as we put our obedience
out before God, He takes that first small step
and shows us the next. Generosity is a habit
and takes intentionality and discipline. But it all
starts with prayer – asking God for the desire
and the opportunity to give. Take the next step
and see what God has in store for your family!
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Now this I say, he who sows sparingly will also
reap sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will

“Each one

also reap bountifully. Each one must do just as

must do just

he has purposed in his heart, not grudgingly

as he has

or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful
giver. And God is able to make all grace abound

purposed in

to you, so that always having all sufficiency in

his heart, not

everything, you may have an abundance for
every good deed. 2 Corinthians 9:6-8

grudgingly

In my heart, I’ve always been a businessman.

or under

Even though giving is an important part of my
life, it never came alive until I started thinking in

compulsion,

a new way – as an investment strategy in the

for God loves a

Kingdom of God that aligned with my heart.
Over the years, I’ve come up with a framework
that helps guide my giving. I try to look at my
charitable work through the same lens I view my
investments. This framework boils down to two

cheerful giver.”
2 Corinthians
9:6-8

main things: research and diversification.
Do Your Research
When it comes to investing, the person with
the most information wins. Before I commit
any funds, I research, then research, and then
research even more. Also, when I invest my
personal funds, I never invest in anything that
goes against my core beliefs or morals, and I
never invest in anything I don’t understand. I use
the same strategy when it comes to charitable
donations. I analyze the potential organizations
I would invest in – what do they do and what is
their impact? I won’t give to a nonprofit I don’t
understand or believe in.
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Diversify Your Portfolio
The goal of diversification, when it comes to your
investment portfolio, is to lower your risk and
boost your return. Like my grandma always used
to say, “Never put all of your eggs in one basket.”
The same holds true for charitable donations. I
want to maximize the impact of my donations
to do the most good. I start by categorizing
my charitable work into three classifications:
time, talent, and treasure. I follow that process
with a regional diversification. I want to give my
time, talent, and treasure to organizations that
are making an impact locally, nationally, and
globally. This two-tiered diversification approach
has really enriched my giving and helps me
choose how I can engage in ministries at the
most impactful level.
The great poet, Maya Angelou, once said, “I
have found that among its other benefits, giving
liberates the soul of the giver.” I couldn’t agree
more. When you can use your talents, passions,
and skillset to maximize your impact in the
Kingdom of God, it’s a combination that can’t
be beat.
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In the realm of wealth management and
business investments, the almighty metric for

For everyone

success is “return on investment” – how much

who seeks

profit is generated by an initial outlay of capital?

to maximize the

Keeping score is important for understanding
how to make capital as productive as possible,

impact of their

and having a tool that simplifies impact to a

philanthropy,

single ratio allows decision-makers the ability
to compare a multitude of investment options.
If I have $10,000 to invest, what opportunity
provides the highest potential for multiplying

the idea behind
a “social return

that figure?

on investment”

Even the mighty Bill & Melinda Gates

can help in

Foundation is limited by the finite amount of
money it can dole out in grants. For everyone

evaluating

who seeks to maximize the impact of their

the seemingly

philanthropy, the idea behind a “social return
on investment” can help in evaluating the
seemingly limitless number of worthy charities

limitless number

and meaningful causes.

of worthy

Closely tied to “return on investment” is the

charities and

concept of “risk-adjusted returns.” An investment
might generate outsized gains and showcase a
gaudy return on investment, but perhaps the risk

meaningful
causes.

of failure was even greater. Another opportunity
might offer similarly attractive returns but with
a much lower risk of loss. For analytical givers,
these concepts can be, and ought to be,
translated into the world of philanthropy.
If the financial upside is equivalent, for-profit
investors will always pick the lower-risk option.
In philanthropy, however, risk tells a different
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story. Building a school may cost a similar
amount of money in war-torn Iraq as it does in
peaceful India, but some givers might embrace
the additional risk of failure for the chance to
help create civil society in Iraq. This approach
combines the analytics of social return on
investment with the qualitative assessment
of risk and reward according to a giver’s
philanthropic preferences.
One rough but egalitarian way of measuring
social return on investment is to define the
numerator (impact) across organizations in the
same sector and divide by the total budget
of that organization (denominator). You might
pick the number of water wells dug, students
in school, or acres of forest preserved. You
might choose more specific metrics if available,
such as the number of students who pass the
national exams or the number of families who
double their farming income. However, the
more granular the metric for impact, the harder
it typically is to gather comparable data among
different nonprofit organizations.
The denominator should be straightforward:
How much money did it take for the organization
to produce the quantified amount of impact?
Comparing projects across countries and
contexts is notoriously difficult, and different
organizations use different methods of counting
costs for projects. As a giver, the goal should
be finding an approximation rather than
precision. Do some organizations take impact
measurement more seriously than others? Do
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some strive for year-over-year improvements in
efficiency and effectiveness and deploy smart
and reasonable metrics to track that progress?
A social return on investment can be boosted
in several ways. One is by generating a revenue
stream that supplements donations. The Akola
Project, Starfish Project, and Krochet Kids
International are prime examples. All of these
nonprofit organizations aim to train and employ
vulnerable people in poverty, in Uganda and
Dallas, in China, and in Uganda and Peru,
respectively. Each of them creates consumer
products that are sold in U.S. retail stores
and online. Revenue from product sales is
reinvested in supporting their workers, and the
income serves as a multiplier to the donations
they receive.
Another path to leveraging a donation is by
matching financial gifts with volunteer efforts.
Nonprofits that cleverly rally volunteers and
in-kind donations can stretch their dollars to
make more impact. Village Schools International
and CARE for AIDS do this extremely well. In
East Africa, Village Schools inspires and recruits
people in rural communities to donate land,
dig foundations, haul stones and water, and
make tens of thousands of mud bricks to build
schools for their children. Financial donations
from the outside arrive in the form of purchased
cement, metal roofing, and wood frames only
after local volunteers have completed their
end of the bargain. CARE for AIDS multiplies a
donor’s gift by forging relationships with local
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churches in Kenya and nonprofit partners like
Feeding Children Everywhere. By locating their

Applying a

service centers inside churches and providing

social return

a natural gateway for church congregations

on investment

to support their HIV/AIDS clients and families,
CARE for AIDS is delivering more impact for the

metric alongside

same donor dollars.

qualitative

Givers should take into account an
organization’s ability to leverage donations

evaluation

– through earned income, volunteer efforts,

can help

partnerships, or other avenues. Applying a
social return on investment metric alongside

givers identify

qualitative evaluation can help givers identify

promising

promising opportunities for making an outsized
impact with their charity.

opportunities
for making an
outsized impact
with their charity.
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Are you an effective financial manager for God?

In other

That question might seem strange. Why would

words, we

our all-powerful, all-knowing God need us to be
his financial managers?

are not the

It all starts with the concept of stewardship –

owners of

with thinking about approaching the money
and other resources God has gifted you in
terms of managing them, not just using them.
When you place your money in the bank or your
investments with an investment manager, they
are responsible for managing those funds for
you. We use the term “fiduciary responsibility”

our resources.
We are merely
taking care of
the resources

to describe that management responsibility, and

God has

stewardship is similar in this context.

entrusted us

This concept of stewardship stems from a world
view that recognizes God is our provider and

to manage...

all we have comes from Him and still belongs
to Him. In other words, we are not the owners
of our resources. We are merely taking care of
the resources God has entrusted us to manage,
including money, homes, cars, investments,
and even our health and relationships. And
just as investment managers and banks have
a fee for their service, God allows us to keep a
percentage of what He provides to us to maintain
and sustain our families and meet our needs.
The Crown Biblical Financial Study uses the
phrase “God’s part vs. my part.” If you think
of it like a budget or income statement, God’s
part is the income side of the ledger, while our
responsibility is to manage the expense side. It’s
critical to understand the distinction between
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these roles because we cannot do God’s part
for Him – and God will not do our part for us.
Knowing and understanding God’s purpose
for the resources He has given us is crucial
to becoming managers with a disciplined
perspective. It helps us determine where and
how to best allocate those resources. Many
people believe that, as long as they give a
percentage of income to charity, the remaining
funds are theirs to do with as they wish. But
this practice doesn’t account for the fact that
God owns it all – including the portion you
keep to maintain a lifestyle based on a financial
threshold consistent with God’s purpose and
design for you.
Embracing the concept that we are managers,
not owners, of the resources God has entrusted
to us is a cornerstone principle of stewardship that
can lead to greater generosity. While stewardship
is about managing resources, generosity is about
sharing those resources – our time, talent, and
money – in practical ways. Generosity flows from
a thankful heart. When we feel that gratitude,
generous action follows and shapes our character.
Once we understand God owns it all and we’re
only managing the resources He has given us to
steward, we become more committed to using
His resources for His purposes by directing the
resources as we feel God is leading us. We
become far more attuned to instruction from
the owner and how He wants resources used
– not unlike our expectation of an investment
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manager or banker when we present them a
request to transfer funds or issue a check to

No matter

cover an obligation.

how you feel

Years ago, our pastor challenged us to do two

called to invest

things: set a cap on our financial lifestyle and

the resources

increase our giving by one percent each year.
My wife and I set a cap on our standard of living,
which has been very freeing and has empowered
us to be more generous. Even though Amy and
I were already tithing, we also took the challenge
to increase our giving every year.
That was over ten years ago. Today, we are able

God has
entrusted to
you, it is such
a blessing to

to be more generous than we ever imagined

be able to

would be possible because we have been

respond with

intentional about being good stewards of
the resources God allows us to manage. We
exercise the same intentional discipline in our
giving as we do in our stewarding and managing.
The question is not how much we are going to
give but where we are going to give. Amy and
I give our first fruits (tithe) to our local church.
Then we give 80% of our remaining charitable
giving where we feel God has called us to
invest in the Kingdom. We then set aside 20%
for spontaneous giving, to address emergency
needs or other opportunities for generosity that
surface throughout the year.

generosity
because you
have been a
wise steward
– and effective
financial
manager –
in advance.

No matter how you feel called to invest the
resources God has entrusted to you, it is such
a blessing to be able to respond with generosity
because you have been a wise steward – and
effective financial manager – in advance.
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Thank you for downloading this e-book. So much of what we’ve learned
on this topic has been from friends like you who embody generosity so
well. We are honored to be part of this conversation, and we hope you will
share this book and its contents with your family and friends. While a book
on generosity may seem self-serving for an organization trying to raise
money, I can assure you that we only want for you what these authors have
discovered – sacrificial giving will produce a richness of faith, joy, peace, and
gratitude that no amount of money could ever buy.
Thanks for being a part of the CARE for AIDS story!

justin miller
founder and ceo
care for aids
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